Dirac monopoles in the cosmic space are expected to be accelerated by cosmic magnetic fields and decelerated mainly by Hubble's recession of galaxies. The estimated average energy of cosmic monopoles, carrying the Dirac's elementary magnetic charge, is 1020·4±1eV with a rather sharp differential energy spectrum. The hypothesis that most of extensive air showers (EAS) over I018eV are initiated by cosmic monopoles is not in conflict with any of previous experiments conducted in search for monopoles. Preliminary discussions about the structure of monopole initiated EAS's and about more extensive monopole experiments are also given. § I. Introduction
The expected behaviour of the Dirac monopole in the cosmic space is the main subject of this paper. If isolated magnetic monopoles, so far never been observed, did really exist as predicted by Dirac 1 > in 1931, what would happen to monopoles in case they were placed in the cosmic space ? Such cosmic monopoles are likely to be accelerated by the effect of cosmic magnetic fields. Possible acceleration mechanisms of monopoles will be treated in § 2. It will be found there that cosmic monopoles are expected to be accelerated up to the order of 10 20 e V.
The numerological coincidence of this value 10 20 e V with every estimate of the extremely energetic EAS (extensive air shower) recently reported by Linsley 2 > suggests a hypothesis that most extremely energetic ESA's, say over l0 18 e V, might be initiated by cosmic monopoles. A similar hypothesis has been suggested by Porter. 3 > The point of particular interest in the monopole initiation hypothesis consists in the acceleration mechanism. While the acceleration of charged particles up to 10 20 eV in the cosmic space seems to include some difficulties, 2 > the acceleration of monopoles does not seem to include any particular objectionable feature.
It may be worth giving a brief summary of previous works relating to the Dirac monopole.
Classical physics does not give any logical reason to the empirical rule, div B = 0 indicating the absence of magnetic true charges.
In 1931, Dirac 1 > showed that quantum physics also fails to prohibit the existence of magnetic true charges, but necessarily quantizes the value of magnE.-Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/ptp/article-abstract/30/5/700/1851464 by Princeton University user on 27 July 2018 tic charges to integral multiples of a minimum unit Yo. The elementary magnetic charge Yo is related to the elementary electrical charge e in a particular way. Namely, Yo= (hc/2e 2 )e= (" 137 "/2)e=3.29 X 10-8 emu,
where " 137" is the famous mysterious number, the inverse of the fine structure constant. The hypothetical elementary particle carrying the magnetic charge of ± nY 0 (usually n = 1 is assumed) has ever since been called the Dirac monopole.
The advance of theoretical physics during the past three decades has not caused any essential change in the situation. Presumably, only a theory in the future capable of explaining the origin of the number " 137" will be able to give a decisive prediction about the existence of the monopole. An extensive bibliography on monopoles will be found in references 4), 5) and 6). Only the results relevant to the present paper will be quoted.
The magnetic charge value ±Yo is the only defining characteristic of the Dirac monopole which has so far been predicted. Neither the mass nor the spin is kn~wn. The Dirac monopole is usually (tacitly) regarded as a stable elementary particle by invoking the conservation law of magnetic charges. A monopole mass value, M 0 = (y 2 / e 2 ) rn. = 4692.25rn. = 2.4Be V,
obtained by arbitrarily assuming the same classical radius as an electron for a monopole, will be called the " canonical mass ". The canonical mass M 0 will be used only for the purpose of simplifying expressions and formulae but not because of its potential theoretical significance. The ionization loss of the Dirac monopole in passing through matter has been studied by Cole 7 l and Bauer. 8 l We shall neglect the velocity dependence and a value 8 BeV /g cm 2 will be used in this paper.
Recently, experiments using high energy proton accelerators for checking the production of Dirac monopoles have been conducted by three different groups, 4 J, 5 J, 9 J,IOJ all with negative results. One of the three, conducted by Purcell et al."J with the Brookhaven 30BeV AGS machine has established a cross section bound (J ppg <2 X 10-40 cm 2 for the production of monopoles less massive than 2.9 Be V (slightly above the canonical mass 2.4 Be V) in the collision of 30 Be V protons with nucleon targets (likely to be equivalent to protons) at rest. A similar result was also obtained at CERN. 9 J,IOJ There are only two cosmic ray experiments reported so far. 6 J,l1J The recent one conducted by Kolm, Ford and the present author established a bound on the monopole component in cosmic radiation, namely, less than 3 X 10-12 monopoles/ cm 2 sec at sea level.
The consistency of the monopole initiation hypotheses for extremely energetic EAS's will be treated in § 3. The hypothesis does not conflict with any E. Goto one of· the accelerator or cosmic ray experiments just mention~d, A more complete check, however, requires a more extensive study on the detailed structure of the monopole initiated EAS's and most. of this problem will be left open. Designs of more extensive monopole search experiments including accelerator and cosmic ray experiments which will give a decisive verdict on the monopole initiation hypothesis will also be discussed ( § 4). · § 2. Acceleration of monopoles in the cosmic space For acceleration of monopoles in the cosmic space, three mechanisms seem to be possible. For convenience, the thr~e will be called the Fermi, the .funneling and the statistical accelerations.
z Out According to the currently acc;:)pted view on acceleration of charged particles in the cosmic radiation, which originated with Fermi/ 2 l the kinetic energies of moving magnetic. fields in the universe· are transferred to a charged particle through random collisions in such a way as to accelerate it, on an ·average. A similar acceleration will also take place in the collisions of a monopole ·with moving magnetic fileds and will be called the Fermi acceleration (of monopoles). Although a static magnetic field is obviously incapable of accelerating charged . particles, it is quite efficient in accelerating monopoles. For instance, a monopole g initially at rest in a magnetic field H will obtain an energy r:.=gHD by moving along the line of force for,a distance D. Using typical values to be expected in galactic spiral arms, H = 5 X 10-6 Oe and D= 1000 light years with g=g0 , the energy is found to be quite high: c=l0 2~e V. When a high speed monopole passes through a static magnetic fieLd, a funneling effect will cause the monopole to be deflected, on the average, more_ into the accelerative directions than into the decelerative direction. Such accelerations expected . . to take place in static fields but having no counterpart in the charged particle case will be called a funneling acceleration.
Suppose a monopole, in passing through a magnetic field, .either gains or loses energy c at random, once in every r time -interval. After time t or n passages, with n = t/r~l, the differential energy spectrum P(E, t)dE of the monopole will take a Gaussian form. Hence, the mean value . (non zero because of E>O) of the energy E will increase up to the order of r:.V-;-= r:.V t jr.
Such ·a random walk phenomenon will . provide another acceleration process for monopoles, which may be ·called the statistical acceleration.
In order to obtain some more insights into the latter two accelerations, passage of high. speed monopoles through a spherical magnetic field will b~ considered. • Consider a field 'H uniform and paralleled to the z axis within a sphere of diameter D. For simplicity, the effect of the field outside the sphere will be neglected and the monopole will be assumed to be pointing towards the center of the sphere and having an angle () from the z axis. The total energy E of the monopole. wiU ·be assumed -to be much greater than its rest mass M Combining these results we obtain (2·4)
Taking the average of (2 ·4) and (2 · 3) over all possible solid angles, we obtain the average and the second moment s of· the increments : 
Relation (2 · 5) clearly indicates the existence of the funneling acceleration and its inversely proportional dependence on the monopole· energy E. _If we di;sregarded the statistical variations, a monopole would be accelerated according to dE/dt=8 2 /3Er or up toE=8V2t/3r after n=t/r collisions, which shows that the effect of the· funneling· should be very similar to that of the statistical acceleration. Hereinafter; we shall regard s, the incremental second moment-of monopole energy in passing through a cosmic magnetic field, as the .basic quantity specifying ~the characteristics of the field. · The average energy increment of the funneling energy (4Ehv will be given in terms of s through a. slightly more general formula (JE)Av=Ks 2 /E which includes an arbitrary constant K. Actually, the elongation of the spherical form of the magnetic field in the above calculation makes the K deviate from unity. Consider a magnetic field parallel to the major axis of a prolate spheroid. Neglecting the effect of the field outside the spheroid, K is easily found to be
where a is the length of the minor axis and b, that of the major ax1s. The sphere case is characterized by y = 0 and K (0) = 1. The elongation causes an increment in y and a decrement in K(y). A circular cylinder, corresponding to extreme elongation, is characterized by y = 1 and K(1) = 1/2. Oblate spheroids are characterized by purely imaginary y and the formula (2 · 7) can also be used for the evaluation of K(y) without any modification. Oblate spheroids, however, will not be considered any more because the negligence of the effects of fields outside the oblate spheroids would hardly be justified in the universe., Now, using the incremental moments just obtained and assuming a mean at E = 0 so that the probability may be conserved. By direct . substitution, the following is found to be the exact solution to the above problem :
The moments of this basic spectrum Po are given by "'
J PodE=exp(-t/To) as it should be and
For K (0) = 1 (sphere) and for K (1) = 1/2 (cylinder), the respective values of gamma functions in (2 ·11) are
Thus, the particular ·choice of the form of the magnetic field has only a small effect on the result. Now we shall insert astronomical data into our mathematical expressions. Unlike the case of charged particles, monopoles will not be trapped in a galaxy by magnetic fields as may be seen from the smallness of deflection angles given in (2 · 4) . It would therefore be quite natural to apply our acceleration model to intergalactic space interpreting s as the incremental second moment of monopole energy in passing. through a galaxy, r as the mean time interval between the monopole-galaxy collisions and K as the effective funneling factor of galaxies. In other words, the funneling effect of a galaxy is assumed to be (JE)A.v=Ks?E.
We shall assume that the most of cosmic monopoles are extremely relativistic (E';;P Mc 2 ) so that the mean free path of monopoies in the intergalactic space is given by cr. From the fundamental relation, cr (mean free path) x (10 28 cm) 2 (magnetic cross section of a galaxy) X w-rs (galaxy/ cm 8 ) = 1, we obtain r = 3 x 10 16 sec, which is about one tenth of the age of the universe, Th= 3 X l0 17 sec. In other words, a monopole injected some 10 10 years ago, would have passed through about n = 10 galaxies.
It should be noted that although gaseous matter and hot stars are capable of decelerating monopoles, they are incapable of stopping and trapping monopoles. The only objects capable of trapping monopoles seem to be cold and solid bodies of considerable size having the necessary stopping power and con-taining ferromagnetics and/ or paramagnetics as final traps.*> Planets, sattelites and asteroids are examples of such trapping bodi€s. It would certainly be an overestimate if we assumed that there were the same number 10 11 of such trapping bodies as the number of hot stars in a galaxy with each body having the same cross section as the sun, l0 22 cm 2 • From the relation cT0 (mean path length) X 10-73 (galaxy/cm 3 ) X 10 11 X 10 22 cm 2 = l, we obtain T 0 = 3 X 10 29 sec for the mean lifetime of cosmic monopoles, which is twelve orders of magnitude greater than the cosmic age, Th= 3 X l0 17 sec. 1/To therefore is quite negligible compared with other time constants and hence 1/To = 0 will be assumed throughout the following analysis.
The settlement 1/T0 =0 enables us to introduce a. normalizeq shape function P 0 (x) for characterizing the basic energy spectrum p0 (E, 't) . Setting x=E/So(t)
vrr/2=0.89 for K=1/2 (Cylinder). Figure 2·2 is the graph of Po(x)
! (2 ·12)
for K = 1 (sphere) and K = 1/2 (cylinder), which again indicates the insensitiveness of the results on the form factor K.
In regard. to 1'2 ,. it should be noted that the motion of the galaxies in our present time scale _ r is subjected to . a systematic rule, the Hubble's tecession rule, rather than being random. We shall use the value, (lOOkm/sec) / Mega persec = 1/Th = 1 / (3 X 10 17 sec), for the Hubble's constant. This value of Th -has already been used :tacitly as the age of the universe. As far as we admit that the red shift of lights from remote galaxies is caused by Doppler effect, the energy of extremely relativistic *' Ferro and paramagnetic trapping of monopoles are treated in references 6), 11) ·and 13).
Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/ptp/article-abstract/30/5/700/1851464 by Princeton University user on 27 July 2018 monopoles _would naturally be subjected to the same amount of red shift or degradation in energy._ The amount of degradation in the mean collision interval r would be aqout 10% because of r/T,.. '1/10. Therefm;e, contrary to Fermi acceleration which is caused by random motion of magnetic fields, the systematic recession of galaxies causes deceleration of monopoles. We must therefore set (2·13)
instead oJ (2 · 9). T 1 , the energy loss time constant of cosmic monopoles, is determined by the mean density Dcm of cosmic matter and the energy loss cross section. Using the density of Dcm = 10-29 g/ ems= 1. 7 X 10-5 proton/ ems and a energy loss cross section -of 10-24 cm 2 in the proton-monopole collision, which certainly seems to be an overestimate, T 1 is found to be T 1 = 1/ (c X (1 barn) X Dcm) = 2 X 10 18 sec, which is nearly one order of magnitude greater than the cosmic age T" = 3 X 10 17 sec. Thus we come to a conclusion that the dominant part of energy loss of cosmic mono_poles is caused by the expansion of the universe.
Hereinafter, we shall neglect 1/T1 and shall equate T 2 =T,..
The settlement T 2 = T,. enables us to make the following observation. t in the basic spectrum Po (E, t) may be regarded as the age of cosmic monopoles.
Rise of average energy of cosmic monopoles.
Since the results of (2 ·10) and (2 ·11) depends on t only through f(t) (remember 1/To = 0), and since f(t) tends to approach a finite constant f( oo) = T,./2r=5, the average monopole energy Eo (t) as well as the spectrum Po (E, t) has tendencies to--approach their respective limiting values Eo ( oo) and /'o (E, oo). Fig.  2 · 3 shows the rate of approach of Eo (t)' towards Eo( oo). A rapid rise at younger ages is remarkable. At about 15% of the cosmic age, t=0.15 T,.. E0 (t) already reaches half of its limiting value E 0 ( oo) . . Therefore, as a Oth order approximation, we may simply regard the behaviour of all cosmic monopoles to be described by the limiting case, Eo ( oo) and p0 (E, oo) .
The shape of the differential spectrum Po (E, oo) is also described by Po (x) of (2 ·12) and Fig. 2 · 2 . The difference between the shape of Po (E, oo) and the shape of the spectrum ofthe primary cosmic radiation, E-u±u should be noted. The former has a rather remarkable sharp maximum in comparison with the latter.
As to the evaluation of s 2 , the galactic incremental 2nd moment, only an order of magnitude estimate can be given in this paper, because of the insufficiency of data on cosmic magnetic fields.
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The behaviour of monopoles in a galaxy will be governed also by (2·8) with reinterpreted constants. Besides 1/To = 0, the effect of Hubble's expansion and other energy losses will be negligible in a galaxy. Fermi acceleration will also be neglected for the reason to be discussed later. Equation (2 · 8) will then be rewritten as
where s' 2 is the incremental second moment of monopole energy in passing through a magnetic field, r' is the mean collision time and K' is the effective funneling form factor, all for monopoles in a galaxy. For a single monopole satisfying r pdE= 1, multiplication by E 2 dE and integration of (2 ·14) from E= 0 to oo
where m 2 is the second moment of the monopole energy and p may be an arbitrary differential energy spectrum subjected only to the condition, Ep=E8p/8E=O at E=O and oo, so as to enable partial integration. This condition seems to be satisfied by all physically meaningful spectra. Further integration of (2 · 15) results in Remembering the meaning of c=gDI-I in (2·6), (2·17) may be rewritten as (Fig. 2 · 2) differential energy spectrum. We shall add remarks on the explicit and tacit assumptions used in the derivation of our final result.
The extremely relativistic speed assumption for cosmic monopoles is quite legal so far as the rest mass of the monopoles is several orders of magnitude less than 10 20 eV.
The cosmic magnetic fields are usually trapped in interstellar plasma. Cosmic magnetic fields therefore may be regarded as being sustained by the circular motions of electric charges or macroscopic current loops within the plasmas. The passage of a monopole through such current loops is very essential to the funneling and the statistical accelerations. In passing through a current loop of strength I the energy of a monopole will change by an amount ± 4ngl. On the other hand, the behaviour of a monopole travelling in a magnetic field without passing through current loops can be described in terms of a conservative (single valued) potential. Hence, such a monopole may be deflected but its energies before and after the collision must be necessarily the same.
The characteristic feature of the cosmic magnetic fields consists in the diluteness of matter in the cosmic plasma so that monopoles may pass through the current loops without losing any appreciable amount of energy~ For example, the stopping power of a plasma region 1 proton/ cm 3 in density and 1000 l.y. in dimension (values to be expected in galactic spiral arms) is only 10 21 proton/cm 2 = 1. 7mg/ cm 2 • Stellar and planetary magnetic fields are quite different in this aspect. Such fields are generally produced by currents in relatively small and dense bodies. The energy loss in passing through a stellar or a planetary body, where the current loops are present, is by no means negligible. The stopping power of the earth along her diameter, for example, is about 10 10 g/ em\ which is sufficient to stop a l0 20 e V monopole by ionization loss alone. The effect of the stellar and planetary magnetic fields on cosmic monopoles, however, is negligible for the following two reasons. First, the mean collision . time of cosmic monopoles with stars seems to be several orders of magnitude greater than the cosmic age T h as may be seen from the argument used in the estimation of T 0 • Secondly, the energy involved in stellar and planetary fields are much smaller than that of cosmic fields. For example, consider a spherical body of radius R producing a dipole field outside the body and let the respectively get W =3 x l0 12 eV (earth) and W = 6 x 10 14 eV (sun). These energies are much smaller than the cosmic field energies, even the smallest one ·in our previous consideration was H=5X Oe, D=10l.y., g0DH=10 17 eV. These numerical examples also indicate that the astronomical dimensions of cosmic fields, measured in light year units, are_mainly resposible for the extremely high energy 10 20 e V of cosmic monopoles. The tacit negligence of ionization loss from the basic equation (2 · 8) is quite reasonable since the ionization loss of a monopole in passing through cosmic matter for the full age of the cosmic age T" is only 8 X 10 9 (eV /g cm-2 ) X cT~~. X 10-29 (g/cm 3 ) . 'l0 9 eV <I0 20 eV.
If this had not been neglibible, a term like "constant X apjaE ", representing the ionization loss, would have had to be added to (2 · 8).
Our final remark relates to an order of magnitude estimate of the Fermi acceleration of monopoles within a galaxy.· In case of charged particles, the order of magnitude of the average Fermi acceleration AEj per coUision with a magnetic field moving at speed v is known to be JE 1 . · (v 2 /c 2 )E, provided that the magnetic rigidity of the field is suffiCiently high so that 1800. collisions inay take place. The monopole case is very similar to the charged particle case but the magnetic rigidity will be generally insufficient as may be seen -from the smallness of the average deflection angle given by (2 · 4) or froni the smallness of the maximum possible deflection angle ¢;=e/E (ct derivaton of (2·4}). We shall consider a spherical magnetic field as before moving at a velocity v. The monopole energy before and after the collision will be respectively denoted by E 1 and E 2. Now suppose that in the moving Lorentz fraine fixed to the' moving field, a monopole is deflected from (Pt, Pr. E) into (P/, P/ E) where P1,' P'1 are the components of momenta parallel to the veloei:ty of the field, and Pt, P' t (actually each has two components) are the transverse momenta. The energy E is assumed to be invariant since the effeCt of change ofE: resulting into the funneling and the statistical acceleration have already been ipvestigated and since we are now only interested in the Fermi acceleration. In case the imiximum deflection angle between (Pt, P 1 ) and (Pt', P/) is limited to ¢, the absolute change of energy IE1 -E21 takes on its maximum when· P1 = E sin ¢ /2; P/ = -P~> IPt I = I Pt' I = E cos ¢/2. (We shall neglect the rest mass:) Using Lorentz transformation, We obtain
The unevenness of probabilities, Pa and Prt, for accelerative and decelerative collisions causes a nonvanishing average energy increment JE 1 .. Namely, using The numerological coincidence between the average energy estimate, 10 20 eV, of cosmic monopoles and th~ _energy estimate of the primary cosmic .ray which could have initiated the EAS reported by Linslell suggests a hypothetical explar~ation that most extremely energetic EAS's, say over 10 18 e V, are mainly initiated by cosmic monopoles. Obviously, such a hypothesis can be true only if the following four premises all· turn out to be true: 1. Existence of. the Dirac monopole, 2. Failure of conventional theories in explaining extremely energetic EAS's owing to difficulties in accelerating charged particles to the required energy, 3. Cosmic monopoles having the energy of the order of 10 20 e V are aCtually capable of initiating EAS's conformable with observations, 4: The ·hypothesis is not in conflict with previous monopole experiments·.
Premise 1 is, of course; the most critical issue. Premise 2 is also a controvertial problem. No object known in our present galaxy seems to be capable of accelerating charged particles to such a high energy as 10 20 eV. The exsit: ence of more efficient acceleration mechanisms under conditions drastically different from that of our present galaxy, such as in colliding galaxies and/or in the initial explosion of the universe (if such a state did really exist), has neither been firmly established nor been denied. So far as the acceleration mechanism of 10 20 e V particles is concerned, the acceleration of monopoles seems to cone tain less ambiguous features than_ that of charged particles. Although the fate of the monopole initiation hypothesis seems to depend most· critically upon these two· premises, they wilL not be discussed any further because they are beyond the scope· of the .present paper.
As to premise 3, the incidence of high energy monopole into the atmosphere does not necessarily imply the initiation of an EAS. In an extreme case, a 10 20 e V monopole may neither trigger a photon electron cascade nor a nucleon cascade process thus may not cause any EAS at all.
The most sensible approach would consist of a theoretical calculation of the detailed structure of monopole initiated air showers (such as number, energy and angular distribution of photons, electrons, nucleons, muons, etc., as a function of atmospheric depth) and a comparison with observed data. So far as the pure electro-magnetic interactions of a monopole with matter are concerned, manipulation of such a program seems feasible. In this paper, however, only some preliminary discussions will be given and the rest will be left as an open problem.
Bremsstrahlung will certainly be an important process. Energy loss of electrons due to bremsstrahlung in passing through the air IS usually given by
where X(g/cm 2 ) is the amount of material (air) through which the electron has passed and X. = 35g/ cm 2 is the characteristic cascade length. Using a semiclasical impact parameter method, Bauer 4 > has shown that the counterpart of (3 ·1) for the bremsstrahlung of monopoles is given by
where M is the monopole mass and M 0 is the canonical mass as defined by (1· 2). Equation (3 · 2) indicates a critical dependence of the situation upon the monopole mass assumed.
If the monopole mass M were close to to the canonical mass, M 0 =2.4 BeV, the structure of the air shower would be almost identical to that initiated by an electron of the same energy. We shall denote the thickness of the atmosphere by Xa= 10 8 g/cm 2 • If Xa and Xa were of the same order, i.e. if M were about VXa/X. Mo= 13 BeV, an appreciable portion of the monopole energy would be first transferred to a small number of photons and these photons in turn would trigger off a photon electron cascade process. The structure of the shower would be similar to that initiated by an extremely energetic photon injected not at the top but at a certain depth in the atmosphere.
If the monopole mass were much heavier than 13 BeV (say 100BeV), the result would be Xa'::P X a (Xu= 36Xa for M = 100Be V) and only about 1 out of Xu/ X a (1 out of 36) of the incident monopoles would produce an air shower having an energy comparable to the incident energy. In a more sophisticated treatment of monopole initiated air showers, electromagnetic processes other than the bremsstrahlung, such as the electro-magne-tic dissociation of nuclei, etc., will have to be considered as well.
The interactions other than those of electro-magnetic origin between nucleons and monopoles seem extremely difficult to handle because nothing has yet been predicted about such interactions. The only thing one might be able to do, would be to assume arbitr<;trily a particular type of interaction and try to set bounds on cross sections from observed data.
A remark about the expected angular distribution of cosmic monopoles entering the earth may be worth adding. All of the following facts discussed in § 2 are in favour of an isotropic distribution :
1. Smallness of the geomagnetic potential for a monopole (3 X 10 12 e V) compared to the a,verage energy of cosmic monopoles, 10 20 eV, 2. Smallness of the. deflection angles to be expected in galactic magnetic fields, 3. Rapid increase of the energy of cosmic monopoles (Fig. 2 · 3 ), 4. Uniform distribution· of cosmic monopoles in intergalactic space as well as in galaxies. Now proceeding to premise 4, we shall check and see if the scarcity of monopoles established through previous experiments excludes the monopole initiation hypothesis.
If cosmic monopoles are to exist, they have to be created somewhere in the cosmic space. The collision of extremely energetic cosmic radiation (mainly consisting of p~otons) with cosmic target matter (mainly hydrogen in the interstellar space) provides one possible source of cosmic monopoles. Supernovae do not se.em to be quite efficient as the source just mentioned because of the rapid dilution of the ejected gas shells which serve as the target of the reaction. Collisions of high energy photons and electrons with cosmic matter may be discarded because of the known scarcity of these particles in the primary cosmic radiation. Interstella.r electrons and photons (say, less than lOe V), although abundant, may be disqualified as targets because of smallness of mass. Condensed stellar bodies will be far less efficients in comparison with interstellar matter. (cf. estimate of T 0) For these reasons we shall consider only collisions of protons in the interstellar space as a source for cosmic monopoles.
The protons in the interstellar space at rest or moving slowly will be irradiated by high energy protons having a certain integrated energy spectrum F" (E) (protons/ cm 2 sec sterad). Denoting the cross section for the pair production of monopoles in the collision of two protons by !J ppg, the production rate of monopoles per interstellar proton will be given by 00 2 (for pair) X 47!' (all solid angles) X 
We shall assume that F" (E) is the same as the integrated energy spectrum of the primay cosmic ray, observed at the earth, throughout our galaxy as well as in all other galaxies. (The creation of monopoles in the intergalactic space will be neglected. FP (E) in the intergalactic space will therefore be irrelevant.)
In view of the rapid decrease of the primary cosmic ray spectrum FP (E) with increasing energy E, only· protons having energies slightly above the threshold energy Et, necessary for the reaction, will largely contribute to the production of monopoles. We may therefore disregard. the energy dependence of (J ppg in the above expression and simply replace the integral by (J ppg · F P (Et).
Assuming that the production has continued for the cosmic age T h = 3 X 10 17 sec and remembering that T 0 (mean lifetime of cosmic monopoles) ~Th and that monopoles are not trapped within galaxies, we obtain the following estimate for total cosmic monopole flux Fog (monopoles/ cm 2 sec sterad) : fJ ppg established by Goto, Kolm and Ford 11 > in a cosmic ray experiment. Cosmogenic monopoles, i.e. those created in the cosmic space, are not the only monopoles expected to be observed in a cosmic ray experiment since the primary cosmic radiation may also produce monopoles in the atmosphere.
The total flux Fag of such atmospherogetic monopoles of one polarity ( + g or -g only) at sea level may be estimated as (3 ·5) ' where fJ P is the cross section of the total energy loss of protons and fJ x is the cross section of monopole production by processes other than the direct collision of protons. For example, there may be a process like
P+P=n°+ ···, n°=2r, r + P= (+g) + (-g) + P· ··(In the cosmic space, such a process will be far less efficient than in the atmosphere, because the r's will too easily escape from galaxies, or the target area~ into the vacuous intergalactic space.) By virtue of (3 · 4) and (3 · 5) , the ratio of the fluxes of atmospherogenic to cosmogenic monopoles is given by
Further using fJ c = 5 x 10-22 cm 2 and fJ P = 4 X 10-26 cm\ we obtain In other words, atmospherogenic monopoles are expected to be four orders of magnitude more abundant than cosmogenic monopoles. In cosmic ray experiments in search for monopoles, therefore, detection of atmospherogenic monopoles seems to be a more sensible approach than the direct identification of cosmogenic monopoles. The former approach has actually been used in two experiments6J,l1J so far conducted.
A negative result obtained with a detector for atmospherogenic monopoles,
A in an effective area and being operated for a period T, will set the following limit to the cross section for the production of monopoles :
The GKF limit was obtained in this way with a detector of AT=3 X 10 12 cm 2 sec. The vertical line in the GKF limit of Fig. 3 ·1 at about Et = 10 13 e V indicates the total ionization loss of a monopole in passing through the atmosphere. Being capable of detecting only slow monopoles, the capability of the GKF experiment of detecting monopoles created by protons more energetic than this vertical line is questionable because of ambiguous features in the losses other than the well established ionization loss. The AGS limit in Fig. 3 ·1 shows the upper limit of fJ ppg which was established by Purcell's group 7 J with the Brookhaven 30BeV AGS machine. (-3) and O"th (-5) in Fig. 3·1 are theoretical estimates of O"ppg derived from the following arguments.
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The order of magnitude of the fundamental area 0" PP• for the direct production of a pair of an electron and a position in the collision of two protons is known to be
where r0 is the classical radius of an electron. The fourth power in (e 2 lhc) may be interpreted as the probabilities involved in the four photon-charge vertices in the Feynman diagram of the lowest order and (hlmc)\ the square of the Compton wave length of an electron, as the area of the objects to be created.
The fundamental area for the monopole pair production may be obtained by replacing two factors of (e 2 lhc) 2 with (g 2 lhc) 2 and the electron mass m with the monopole mass M. This replacement together with (1· 2) yields (3·9) K. Ford 11 l has raised an argument against this blind replacement, which is' essentially related to the difficulties in applying conventional quantum electrodynamics, verified only for the systems with a small coupling constant e 2 lhc= 11"137," to a system having extraordinary large coupling constant g 2 lhc=" 137 "14. Each of the two (e 2 lhc)'s, replaced by (g 2 lhc) 2 , may be regarded as the probability of a photon to virtually dissociate into an electron positron pair. The probability of a photon to virtually dissociate into a mono-. pole pair will not be as large as " 137 "I 4 but will be at most of the order of unity. If this be the case, the (e 2 lhc) 2 will have to be replaced by unity instead of " 137 "I 4. The cross section may thus be reduced to O"u, ( _:__ 3) = ( 41137) 2 0"th (0) .. 10-8 0"th (0). Furthermore, the protons, judging from their electromagnetic form factors, may not be hard enough for a high energy process as in the case of "the monopole production. If we arbitrarily assumed the presence of a electromagnetically hard core for each proton with a probability 10-t, the cross section would have to be further reduced by factor 10-2 • In this way we might obtain (jth ( -5) = 10-5 0"th (0).
These theoretical cross sections are by no means reliable. Our intention is only to demonstrate the critical dependence of the cross section on the monopole mass and on many other factors as well.
If the bounds O"th (O) and O"th( -5) had been based on very reliable arguments so that O"th (O) >() ppg>O"u, (-5) and there also had been some good reasons to believe in an experimental curve, say 0" (20), it would have been possible to infer from Fig. 3 ·1 the mass limits, 15Bev<J\,f<100Me V. This specific example shows that the establishment of reliable theoretical cross section limits, accurate only within several orders of magnitude, will be very helpful for the study of cosmic monopoles.
Taking the ambiguities in astronomical data used in the evaluation of rJ c and the unreliable nature of the present theoretical curves rJt1,(k)'s into account, we may draw a conclusion from Fig. 3 ·1 that By observing Fig. 3 ·1 one may further notice the insufficiency of the 30 Be V AGS limit in completely excluding the existence ·of monopoles less massive than 2.9BeV. The cross section (J PPY could be well below 2 X 10-40 cm 2 so as to have escaped the sensitivity of the experiment but could be still sufficiently large so as to produce some EAS's having energies of the order of 10 20 eV. Efforts to improve cross section limits by one or two orders of magnitude with the present proton accelerators may thus be justifies.
Experiments with future high energy proton machines and with high energy electron machines will be very interesting. (Electrons may behave differently from protons.)
The main obstacle anticipated may consist of a strong objection against the monopolization of the precious machine time of gigantic accelerators for such a speculative project as "mo'uopole hunting". This difficulty may be got around m the following way.
Since the monopoles are stable elementary particles it should be possible, in principle, to recover every one of them. Ferromagnetic trapping of monopoles, proposed by the present author 13 > and utilized in the GKF experiment 6 > will provide one way in performing such a recovery process. The only thing one will have to do will be to place some stopping material backed up with ferromagnetic traps in the target area of the accelerator. This seeems feasible without causing any harmful effect on other experiments, especially because of the drastically different response of monopoles from other particles in electromagnetic fields. Such an arrangement, which may be called " base loading ", will enable every single precious particle from an accelerator to serve for dual purposes, for the monopole experiment and for some other experiments of less speculative nature. Monopoles, if be produced, will all be recovered from the trap after the completion of the other experiments.
The improvements in cosmic ray experiments are also very interesting. If, for example, an experiment similar to the GKF experiment with a greater AT value, say AT= 10 17 cm 2 sec, be performed at the bottom of deep sea water, a cross section limit as shown by the DS limit in Fig. 3 ·1 , will be obtained. (or
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otherwise an evidence in favour of existence of the monopole.) Sea water, say 10 6 cm in depth, will slow down l0 16 e V monopoles by ionization loss alone. The DS limit experiment will certainly give a very decisive verdict to the monopole initiation hypothesis for extremely energetic EAS's.
More extensive experiments in searching for a monopole like those discussed in this section seem to be well justified for the following two reasons. In the first place, because of the importance of the subject matter, the existence of the Dirac monopole, and secondly because even a negative result will certainly serve as a stepping stone towards a better understanding of the mechanism, Nature has provided, for the acceleration of the cosmic ray particles.
